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Abstract 

The principle goal of this research is to examine the different effective optimization techniques 

for reducing power consumption in embedded systems with no tradeoff with the coveted and 

important tasks it needs to perform. As embedded systems are utilized as a part of an extensive 

variety of applications, there is a need to meet the design measurements of embedded systems 

like memory, power, time to advertise, flexibility, robustness, cost, performance and some more. 

Power consumption is especially a vital design metric for battery powered embedded systems 

(little estimated batteries can have extremely restricted lifetime). Power optimization can be 

executed utilizing different techniques like Dynamic Voltage scaling, Dynamic Frequency 

Scaling, Software Optimization, Power down mode and Sleep mode. Notwithstanding, power 

consumption is likewise imperative in systems running from power supplies, since the IC chips 

can wind up hot immediately when their clock speeds are expanded. This paper concluded that 

the minimizing power consumption in such conditions is particularly alluring to enhance 

unwavering quality and system cost. Smaller batteries can be used, additionally reducing the 

span of the system. Lower power likewise helps shield portable systems from becoming hot amid 

drawn out use. Mobile phones, PDAs, MP3 players, digital still and video cameras, electronic 

instruments and other handheld devices would all be able to end up smaller, run cooler and work 

longer between accuses of lower power consumption. It likewise prompts higher circuit 

dependability.  

1. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

Embedded systems speak of a critical 

fragment of the current electronic industry. 

Applications that use embedded systems 

change from vehicle control circuits, buyer 

hardware and matching systems, from 

remote sensing to basic units of the family 

unit. All systems that are part of 

electronically programmable components 

designed to develop particular capabilities, 

however, are not seen or used as computers, 

they are not known exclusively as embedded 

systems. A substantial level of the global 

microprocessor market is full of 

miniaturized scale controllers that shape the 

programmable center of embedded systems. 

Despite small-scale controllers, embedded 

systems can include potentially field-

programmable ASICs or groups of ports 
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and, in addition, other programmable 

register units, for example, digital signal 

processors (DSPs). 

Today, embedded systems are designed 

utilizing for the most part a specially 

appointed approach that is intensely in light 

of prior involvement with comparable items 

or manual design. Utilization of more 

elevated amount dialects, for example, C 

helps to some degree, however with 

expanding many-sided quality the present 

approach isn't adequate. Formal check and 

programmed synthesis of implementations 

are the surest approaches to ensure security. 

Be that as it may, both formal check and 

synthesis from large amounts of deliberation 

neglect to rival the quickly expanding many-

sided quality and heterogeneity found in 

normal embedded systems. This persuades 

this design approach ought to be founded on 

the utilization of at least one formal models 

to portray the conduct of the system at an 

abnormal state of reflection.  

One of the first embedded systems was the 

Apollo Orientation Computer, created ca. 

1965 by Charles Stark Draper at the MIT 

Instrumentation Laboratory. At the 

beginning of the business, the Apollo PC 

address was considered less secure in the 

Apollo business, because it used the newly 

created solid circuits incorporated to reduce 

size and weight. A mass embedded system 

created was in charge early PC Autonetics 

D-17 Minuteman rocket, discharged in 

1961. At that time the Minuteman II went 

into the creation in 1966, the D-17 was 

supplanted with another PC was the main 

large volume of use of embedded circuits. 

Since these early applications in the 1960s, 

embedded systems have declined in costs 

and there has been emotional growth in the 

preparation of power and utility. One of the 

first microchips, for example, the Intel 4004, 

was designed to add machines and other 

small systems, but at the same time it 

needed external memory and support chips. 

In 1978, the National Engineering 

Manufacturers Association issued a 

"standard" for programmable 

microcontrollers, including PC-based 

controllers, for example, single-board 

computers, numerical controls and event-

based controls. 

2. POWER OPTIMIZATION 

TECHNIQUES FOR EMBEDDED 

SYSTEMS 

The power reduction problem can be studied 

by identifying and optimizing the important 

factors affecting the power dissipation. The 

factors such as technology, circuit 

approaches, architectures, and algorithms 

greatly influence the total power dissipated 

in the system. Optimizing technology will 

involve choosing suitable hardware 

components such as processors, memory, 

peripheral devices; power sources. The 

power optimization techniques are related to 

hardware as well as software 

implementation [1]. 
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2.1Static Power/Leakage Power 

Reduction Techniques 

Static power dissipation in submicronic 

technologies is caused by leakage and sub 

threshold currents that contribute to a small 

percentage of total power consumption. As 

the technologies are reduced to ultra-deep 

submicronic technologies, static power 

dissipation increases predominantly and 

therefore the reduction of static power has 

also become a major concern. 

There are some approaches to minimize 

static electricity and spillage. One of these 

techniques is known as Multi-VT: high VT 

cells are used as long as performance targets 

allow it and low VT cells when they are 

important to meet planning requirements. A 

second technique consists in closing the 

power supply to a square of logic circuits 

when it is not dynamic. This approach is 

known as turning on the door. The use of the 

complementary step logic (CPL) can be 

careful with the dissipation of static power. 

To counteract the misfortune of performance 

and improve power efficiency, several Vdd 

and multiple Vth techniques have been 

proposed. Ports in basic shapes work in the 

higher Vdd or in the lower V, while those in 

a non-base mode work in the lower or higher 

Vdd, along these lines, which reduces the 

overall power consumption without 

degrading performance. 

 Gate Sizing: is another powerful way to 

optimize power. It is possible to examine 

the logical gates in the basic ways, to 

meet the planning prerequisites at the 

expense of greater power consumption; 

while those in non-basic ways can be 

estimated to reduce power consumption. 

To manage the power of spill that 

expands regularly, apart from the 

multiple Vth technique, another 

arrangement is: 

 Forced stacking: The stacking effect or 

automatic reversal of the inversion can 

reduce the escape of the lower limit 

when killing more than one transistor in 

the stack. The long channel gadget is a 

technique to reduce the spill of the gate 

that occurs due to the excavation current 

through the gate oxide and using 

channels of no less length. 

The CMOS variable threshold (VTCMOS) 

is another exceptionally effective method for 

mitigating standby spreading power [2]. By 

applying an inverse bias voltage to the 

substrate, it is possible to decrease the 

estimate of the term (VGS-VT), effectively 

expanding the VT. This approach can reduce 

spill pending a maximum of three extension 

requests. In addition to the Multi Edge logic, 

the techniques for optimizing memory and 

clock synchronization will also reduce static 

electricity and misses. 

2.2Dynamic Power Reduction Techniques  

Dynamic power consumption is the major 

supporter for add up to power consumption 

and it comes about because of charging and 

releasing of parasitic capacitive heaps of 

interconnects and devices. There are a few 

optimization techniques in equipment like 
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Gate level power optimization, Multi VDD, 

clock gating Dynamic recurrence scaling 

(DFS), Dynamic voltage scaling, (DVS), 

Dynamic power management, Power gating, 

memory optimization techniques. 

Programming optimization techniques, for 

example, Low power transport encoding, 

Reconfigurable direction encoding, and 

Instruction pressure, Object code 

consolidating and decompression, Hardware 

programming dividing, Instruction level 

power optimization, Control information 

stream changes, are executed on processors, 

Memory, SoC, IPCORE, Interfaces. These 

techniques with applicable papers are talked 

about in this area.  

 

2.3Gate Level Power Optimization  

Gate level power optimization incorporate 

cell sizing and support addition. In cell 

sizing, the apparatus can specifically 

increment and lessening cell drive quality all 

through the basic way to accomplish timing 

and after that decrease dynamic power to a 

base. In support addition, the apparatus can 

embed buffers as opposed to expanding the 

drive quality of the gate itself. In the event 

that done in the correct circumstances, this 

can bring about lower power. Like clock 

gating, gate level power optimization is 

performed by the implementation devices, 

and is straightforward to the RTL designer.  

 

 

2.4Voltage Scaling Approaches  

The approaches to voltage scaling are:  

 Static Voltage Scaling (SVS): 

distinctive squares or subsystems are 

given diverse settled supply voltages.  

 Multi-level Voltage Scaling (MVS): an 

augmentation of the static voltage 

scaling situation where a square or 

subsystem is swap between at least two 

voltage levels. Just couple, settled, 

discrete levels are upheld for various 

operating modes.  

 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency 

Scaling (DVFS): an augmentation of 

MVS where a larger number of voltage 

levels are dynamically changed between 

to take after evolving workloads.  

 Adaptive Voltage Scaling (AVS): an 

augmentation of DVFS where a control 

circle is used to change the voltage.  

The factors voltage and recurrence have a 

swap off amongst deferral and power 

consumption. Reducing clock recurrence f 

alone does not lessen power, since to do a 

similar work the system must run longer. As 

the voltage is diminished, the postponement 

increases [2]. A typical way to deal with 

power lessening is to first expand the 

performance of the module - for instance by 

including parallel equipment, and afterward 

diminish the voltage however much as could 

reasonably be expected till the required 

performance is achieved (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Impact of Voltage Scaling and 

Performance to Total Power 

Consumption  

2.5Power Saving Modes  

SoCs offer a wide range of power sparing 

modes giving the cell phone designer the 

capacity to swap off between power 

consumption in standby and recuperation 

times as appeared in Figure 2 

 

Figure 2 Power Saving Modes Vs Wake 

Up Time 

Run: this is the ordinary and utilitarian 

operating mode of the SoC. The recurrence 

of the centre and the operating voltage can 

be dynamically changed in a range. 

Wait: in this mode, the clock in the middle 

of the processor is closed. The operation 

continues in the interruption. This mode is 

useful for running low MIPS applications 

that primarily include peripheral activities, 

such as a viewer. 

Doze: clocks for particular peripherals can 

be deactivated accordingly in Doze mode by 

pre-ordering the clock controller module. 

This mode is useful for processes that 

require rapid reactivation. The ordinary 

operation continues in the interruption. 

Preservation of the state: in this mode, all 

the tickers are deactivated and the PLL is 

disabled. The external memory is positioned 

in low consumption mode (self-

regeneration). The MCU and peripheral 

stopwatches are closed. The supply voltage 

can go down to a base. State maintenance 

uses less power and has a longer activation 

time than Doze mode, although there are no 

compelling reasons to recover information 

after waking up. 

Deep sleep: in this mode, the timekeepers 

are checked. The power supply to the central 

MCU platform is eliminated. Any relevant 

registration information must be retained 

before entering Deep Sleep mode. The 

typical operation continues in the 

interruption. 
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Hibernation: the power of the entire SoC is 

deactivated. The system is completely dead. 

The continuous operation is proportional to 

the cold start. Each internal data must be 

stored in the external memory before being 

hibernated. 

Low Power Design 

Power is an important design metric to be 

considered in embedded system design since 

the requirements for portable devices with 

advanced features are becoming popular. As 

the size of these devices is becoming 

smaller, the power dissipation in these 

devices and also in non-portable devices has 

to be reduced. More complex processors are 

being used in these systems which have 

increased the power dissipation level to a 

greater extent and hence suitable measures 

to be taken at the designing stage itself to 

reduce power. 

MULTI VDD 

Since dynamic power is relative to VDD2, 

lowering VDD on chose blocks diminishes 

power fundamentally. Tragically, lowering 

the voltage additionally expands the 

postponement of the gates in the design. [3] 

Describes the DVS technique for 

minimizing power in embedded processor 

keeping up constant deadlines. It makes a 

pseudo operating recurrence levels for 

minimization of power. 

3.DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR POWER 

REDUCTION 

There are various techniques described in 

the literature such as 

 Using the devices operating at 

different voltages 

 Using devices operating at different 

frequencies 

 Using devices having different 

modes of operation (i) Running (ii) 

waiting and (iii) idle 

 Using devices capable of operating 

at different clock speeds 

 Using scheduling techniques in the 

software program for reducing power 

consumption in embedded systems. 

It is clear from the above discussions that 

the choice of suitable processors for 

embedded applications is important. Most of 

the available processors have implemented 

one or more power optimization techniques. 

However there exists a major requirement 

for the design of suitable architecture with 

external and internal power optimization. 

This work focuses on the study of various 

power optimization techniques for 

embedded system followed by the design of 

an embedded system and implementation of 

power optimization techniques. 

3.1Power Optimization Using Software 

Techniques  

This segment solely manages the different 

software optimization techniques like Bus 

Encoding, Instruction Coding and 
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Compression, Object Coding and Merging, 

Memory Optimization, Hardware-Software 

Partitioning, Compiler optimization, Data 

Flow Transformation with pertinent papers  

3.2Variable Voltage Techniques 

Probably the most effective approach to 

decrease power consumption is to lower 

supply voltage. Traditionally, systems have 

been designed to work at settled supply 

voltages. [4] The algorithms have on the 

web and offline components. All tasks meet 

the deadlines with huge power savings. The 

offline part expect that the tasks run to the 

most pessimistic scenario execution time 

and computes the voltage settings to limit 

power consumption. 

4. APPLICATION 

Power is an essential design parameter to be 

considered for optimization. Power 

dissipation has turned into an essential 

design thought, because of the multiplication 

of battery-driven versatile systems, worries 

about circuit dependability and bundling 

costs. An embedded system might be 

required to run constantly and unattended in 

remote spots where size, unwavering quality 

and power assume essential parts. There is 

dependably a swap off existing between 

design metrics. Eg. Optimization of power 

ought not to corrupt the performance of the 

system. It is a test for the designer to execute 

the most pertinent technique/scheme for 

optimization amid the design process to 

adjust these design metrics. Low power 

consumption is essential for every single 

embedded system; however the reasons shift 

fairly for various applications. In matrix 

powered systems, lowering the power 

diminishes operating costs, builds 

dependability and permits minimal design 

that grants greater usefulness to be stuffed 

into a similar space, with fewer 

requirements for fans and other cooling 

techniques. In basic applications, for 

example, top quality medical imaging, heat 

can even cause operating issues, nullifying 

the point of the gear, so low power 

dissipation is basic.  

5. CONCLUSION 

Power is one of the primary design 

parameters in the design of embedded 

systems. Embedded processors typically 

work under tight environmental constraints 

where they frequently don't approach a 

consistent wellspring of power. 

Subsequently, they need to work at a really 

low power spending to drag out the 

constrained battery life. A considerable lot 

of the present age embedded processors 

perform computationally serious tasks, for 

example, picture and video processing with 

ongoing constraints. Hence, it is basic that 

we focus on power sparing techniques that 

don't forfeit on performance. 

Several optimization techniques to reduce 

power consumption are contemplated and 

analyzed as shown in the theory. As part of 

the test work, an power management 
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controller has been designed that monitors 

and controls the power consumption of 

peripheral devices. DFS, Clock Gating and 

shutdown modes are represented with 

occurs. This document represents the test 

work with system level optimization and 

power savings of approximately 30-40%. 

The proposed optimization technique 

depends on the following observations: 

1. The smallest memory size becomes less 

power will be consumed. Consider that 

not only the number of words is equal to 

the width of the memory bit. 

2. Access to memory is highly uneven. 

3. There are many factors, where many bits 

are never used in the middle of program 

executions. 

4. Variables with disjoint life-times may 

share the same memory space. 
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